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rWITTGENSTEIN'S PHILOSOPHICAI.
INVESTIGATIONS
T N DrscussrNcthis book I shall proceed in the following way: I shall
I first state a philosophical theory Z, r,r'hich is attacked throughout the book. In doing so I shall not use the usual statement of the
theory (if there is any) but Wittgenstein's, which may, of course,be an
idealization. Secondly, I shall show how the theory is criticized by
Wittgenstein-first, using an example (which plays a considerable
role in the Inuestigations,but which I have used to present arguments
not presented in the book in connection with this example), then
discussing in general terms the difficulties revealed by the example.
Thirdly, I shall state rvhat seemsto be Wittgenstein's own position on
the issue.This position will be formulated as a philosophical theory,
Z', without implying that Wittgenstein intended to develop a philosophical theory (he did not). Finally I shall discussthe relation between
the theory stated and Wittgenstein's views on philosophy and I shall
end up with a few critical remarks.r
For brevity's sake I shall introduce three different types of quotation
marks: The usual quotation marks ("..,") enclosing Wittgenstein's
orvn words, daggers 1t...+) enclosing further developmentsof his ideas
and general remarks, asterisks (*...*), enclosing critical remarks.
Text without any of thesequotation marks is an abbreviated statement
of what Wittgenstein is saying.
I
fThe theory criticized is closely related to medieval realism (about
universals) and to what has recently been termed "essentialism."2 The
theory, as presented by Wittgenstein, includes the following five main
items:
f(r) "Every word has a meaning. This meaning is correlated with
the rvord. It is the object, for which the word stands" (l; 9o, rzo) .3
r
-\lthough many diflerent problems are discussed in the Inuesligations,rt
seemsto mc that the criticism of I (or the assertionof Z') is to be regarded as
the core of the book. I shall therefore concentrate on elaborating T and T' , and
I shall omit all other problems (if there are any).
'?Cf. K. R. Popper, The Open Sociee and lts Enemies(Princeton, r95o), I,
3I ff,
3 Parenthetical references are to the numbered sections of Part I of the
Philosophicalfnuestigation
s, unless otherwise indicated.
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Meanings exist independently of whether or not any language is used
and which language is used. They are definite, single objects and their
order "must be utterlysimple" (97).
t(z) As compared with this definiteness and purity of meanings
(their order "must ... be of the purest crystal" [97]), "the actual use ...
seerns something muddied" (426) . That indicates an imperfection
ofour language.
t13) This imperfection gives rise to two different philosophical
problems: (a) The philosopher has to find out what a word 'W' stands
for, or, as it is sometimes expressed,he has to discover the essence
of the
object which is designatedby'W,' when its use in everyday language
is taken into account. From the knowledge of the essenceof W the
knowledge of the whole use of 'W' w\ll follow (264, Z6z, +49). (b) He
has to build an ideal language whose elementsare related to the essencesin a simple way. The method of finding a solution to problem (a) is
analysis, This analysis proceeds from the assumption that "the essence
is hiddznfrom us" (92) but that it nevertheless"'murt' be found in
reality" (ror). However different the methods of analysis may beanalysis of the linguistic usage of 'W'; phenomenological analysis
of W ('deepening' of the phenomenon tr4l); intellectual intuition of the
essenceof W-the answer to problem (a) "is to be given once for all;
and independently of any future experience" (92). The form of this
answer is the definition. The definition explains why'tr4/'is used in
the way it is and why W behavesas it does (75; 97,4zB, 654). The
solution of (b) is presupposedin the solution of (a) ; for it provides us
with the terms in which the definitions that constitute the solution
of (a) are to be framed. A definite solution of (b) implies a certain
form of problem (a). If it is assumed,e.g., that sentencesare rvordpictures of facts (z9r; cf. TractatusLogico-Philosophicus
z.r; 4.o4) then
'What is a question?' is to be translated into 'What kind of fact is
described by a question? The fact that somebody wants to know
rvhether ..., or the fact that somebodyis doubtful as to ..., etc. ?'
+(4) Asking how the correctness of a certain analysis may be
checked, we get the ansrver that the essencecan be experienced.
This
experience consistsin the presenceof a mental picture, a sensation,a
phenomenon,a feeling,or an inner processof a more etherealkind (3o5).
'To grasp the meaning' means the same as 'to ha','e a picture before
one'sinner eye'and "to have understoodthe explanationmeansto have
in one's mind an idea of the thing explained, and that is a sample or a
picture" (73). The essenceof the object denoted, the meaning of the
denoting expression(these are one and the same thing; cf. 37r, gn)
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follows from an analysis of this picture, of this sensation; it follows
from the exhibition of the process in question (thus the essenceof
sensation follows from an analysis of my present headache [gr+]).
It is the presenceof the picture which gives meaning to our words (5 r r,
5gz), which forcesupon us the right useof the word (73, r+o, Zo5,322,
426,449), and which enablesus to perform correctly an activity (reading, calculating) the essenceof which it constitutes(r7g, 175, 186,
z3z). Understanding, calculating, thinking, reading, hoping, desiring
are, therefore, mental processes.
t(5) From all this it follows that teaching a language means showing
the connection between words and meanings (362) and that "learning
a language consistsin giving names to objects" (253). So far the description of 7, as it is implicitly contained in the PhilosophicalInaestigatxons.
III
tln criticizing Z, Wittgenstein analyzes T4 and in this way shows
the impossibility of the program Z3 as well as the insolubility of the
problems connected with this program. That implies that, within Z,
we shall never be able to knorv what a certain word 'W' rnears or
whether it has any meaning at all, although we are constantly using
that word and although the question how it is to be used doesnot arise
when we are not engaged in philosophical investigations. But did not
this paradox arise becauseu'e assumedthat meanings are objects of a
certain kind and that a rvord is meaningful if and only if it stands for
one of those objects; i.e., becausewe assumedTr, z to be true? If,
on the other hand, we want to abandon Tt, 2, we meet another
difficulty: words have, then, no fixed meaning (79) . "But r,r'hat becomes of logic now? Its rigour seemsto be giving way here.-But in
that casedoesn't logic altogether disappear?-For how can it lose its
rigour ? Of course not by our bargaining any of its rigour out of it.The preconceiued
idea of crystalline purity can only be removed by
turning our whole examination round" (ro8) ; i.e., by changing from
T to T'. It will turn out that this change cannot be described simply
as the change from one theor2 to another, although we shall first
introduce T' as a new theory of meaning.
+Beforedoing so we have to present Wittgenstein's criticism of Z.
This criticism is spread throughout the book. It consistsof careful
analysesof many special cases,the connection between which is not
easily apprehended. I have tried to use oneexample instead of many
and to presentas many argumentsas possibleby looking at this example
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from as many sidesas possible.AII the arguments are Wittgenstein's;
some of the applications to the example in question are mine.
IV
+The philosopher is a man who wants to discover the meaningsof the
expressionsof a language or the essencesof the things designated by
those expressions.Let us see horv he proceeds. Let us take, e.g., the
word 'reading.' "Reading is here the activity of rendering out loud
what is rvritten or printed; and also of writing from dictation, writing
out somethingprinted, playing from a scoreand so on" (r 56) .
(A) rAccording to Zr we have to assumethat the word 'reading'
stands for a single object. Now, there is a variety of manifestations
of reading: reading the morning paper; reading in order to discover
misprints (here one reads slowly, as a beginner would read) ; reading
a paper written in a foreign language that one cannot understand but
has learned to pronounce; reading a paper in order to judge the style
of the author; reading shorthand, reading Principia Mathematica,
reading Hebrew sentences(from right to left); reading a scorein order
to study a part one has to sing; reading a score in order to find out
something about the inventivenessof the composer,or to find out how
far the composer may have been influenced by other contemporary
musicians; reading a scorein order to find out whether the understanding of the score is connected with acoustic images or with optical
images (which might be a very interesting psychological problem).
But this variety, without "any one feature that occurs in all casesof
reading" (168), is only a superficial aspect. AII these manifestations
and it is this common property which makes
have something in common
them manifestations of reading.It is also this property that is the
essenceof reading. The other properties, varying from one manifestation to the other, are accidental. In order to discover the essencewe
have to strip offthe particular coverings which make the various manifestationsdffirent casesof reading. But in doing so (the reader ought
to try for himself!) we find, not that what is essential to reading is
hidden beneath the surface of the single case, but that this alleged
surfaceis one caseout of a family of casesof reading (I64).t
Consider for e*a-ple the proceedings which we call "games." I mean boardgames, card-games, ball-games, Olympic games and so on. What is common
sa y: "T h e r e m u stb e somethi ng common or they w oul d
t o t h e m a ll? - Do n ' t
not be called 'games' " 1 but look and see whether there is anything common
if you look at them yorr rvill not see something that is in common
to all-for
to all, but similarities, relationships and a whole series of them at that.... r\nd
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the result of this examination is : we see a complicated network of similarities
overlapping and criss-crossing. ... I can think of no better expression to characterize thesc similaritics than "family-resemblances";
for the various resemblances bctween members of a family : build, features, colours of eyes, gait,
temperament, etc., etc., overlap and criss-cross in the same way,-And
I shall
say: "games" form a family [66 f].
And in the same way we also use the word 'reacling' for a family of cases.
And in different circumstances we apolv different criteria for a oerson's
leading I r 6 4 ] .
t(B)

Looking

at the outer

manifestations

of reading

we could

not

discover the structure suggested by Tr. Instead of an accidental
variety centering in a well-defined core we found "a complicated
network of similarities" (66). Does that fact refute Zr ? Surely not;
for a philosopher who wants to defend Zr, there are many possible
ways of doing so. He may acimit that the ouertbehauiorof the person
reading does not disclose an)' well-defined center, but he may add
processof a certain kind. Let us call this
that reading is a phltsiological
processthe reading process(RP). Person P is reading if and only if the
RP is going on within (the brain or the nervous systemof )P. (Cf. r58.)
But the difficulties of this assumption are clear. Consider the caseof a
person who doesnot look at ar'y printed paper, who is walking up and
down, looking out of the window and behaving as if he were expecting
somebody to come; but the RP is going on within his brain. Should we
take the presenceof the reading processas a sufficient criterion for
the person'sreading, adding perhaps that we had discovereda hitherto
unknown caseof reading? (Cf. r6o.) It is clear that in a caselike that
we should, rather, alter some physiological hypotheses. If, again,
reading is a physiological process,then it certainly makes senseto say
that P read 'ali' within 'totalitarianism,' but did not read before he
uttered those sounds and did not read afterward either, although
anybody who observed the outer behavior of P would be inclined to
say that P had been reading the lvhole time. For it is quite possiblethat
the RP shouldbe presentonly r,''he
n P is uttering 'ali' (cf. 157). It seems,
however, that it is quite meaninglessto hypothesizethat in the circumstances described a person was reading only for one second or two,
so that his uttering of soundsin the presenceof printed paper before or
after that period must not be called 'reading.'
+(C) To the failure of attempts (A) and (B) to discover the essence
of reading certain philosophers u'ill answer in the following way:
Certainly-that u'as to be expected.+For reading is a mentalprocess,
and "tlre one real criterion for anybody'sreadingis the consciousact of
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reading, the act of reading the sounds off from the letters. 'A man
surely knows whether he is reading or only pretending to read' " (t Sg)
fThe idea to which they are alluding is this: Just as the sensation
red is present when we are looking at a red object, so a specific mental
process,the reading process(MRP), is presentin the mind when we art
reading. The MRP is the object of our analysisof reading, its presence
makes our overt behavior a manifestation of reading (etc., as already
indicated in TQ. In short, it is thought that this mental processwill
enable us to solve problems which we could not solvewhen considering
material processesonly: "When our language suggestsa body and
there is none; there, we should like to say, is a spirit" (gG). But it will
turn out that mental processesare subject to the same kind of criticism
as material processes:that neither a material nor a spiritual mechanism
enables us to explain how it is that words are meaningful and that
their meanings can be known; that in pointing to mental processeswe
cling to the same schemeof explanation as in the physiological or the
behavioristic theory of meaning (considered in the two last sections)
without realizing that we are doing so.aThat can be shown by very
simple means: Consider the case of a person who does not look at
any printed paper, who is walking up and down, looking out of the
window, and behaving as if he were expecting somebody to come I but
. Should we take
the MRP is going on in his mind (in his consciousness)
the presence of this mental process as a sufficient criterion for the
person's reading, adding, perhaps, that we had discovered a hitherto
unknown caseof reading? It is clear that we should alter, rather, some
psychological hypotheses(the hypothesis that reading is always correlated with the MRP) . But the last argument is a simple transformation
of the first argument of section (B) with 'MRP' (the mental process
which is supposed to be the essenceof reading) substituted for 'RP'
(the physiological process,which was supposed to be the essenceof
reading in section B) . By this substitution the secondargument can be
used for the present purpose as well.
' f (a) Let
us now turn to a more detailed investigation of the matter.
b1tthe
Let us first ask whether really eoerltact of readingis accompanied
MRP. A few minutes ago I was reading the newspaper.Do I remember
any particular mental processwhich was present all the time I was
reading? I remember that I was expecting a friend (actually I looked
at my watch several times) and that I was angry because he did not
a This point is elaborated in somedetail in G. Ryle's Concept
of Mind (London,
rg19), which should not, however, be taken to agree completely with Wittgenstein's ideas.
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rjome, although he had promised to do so. I also remember having
thought of an excellent performance of Don Giouanniwhich "I had seen a
i-ew days ago and which had impressed me very much. Then I found
a funny misprint and was amused. I also considered whether the milk
which I had put on the fire was already boiling, etc. Nevertheless, I
was reading all the time, and it is quite certain that I was (cf. r7r).t
"But now notice this: While I am freading] everything is quite simple.
I notice nothing special; but afterward, when I ask myself what it was
that happened, it seems to have been something indescribable. Afteruard no description satisfies me. It is as if I couldn't believe that I
merely looked, made such and such a face and uttered words. But
don't I rememberanything else? No" (ct. r75; "being guided" instead
of 'reading'). fTh. same applies to activities such as calculating,
drawing a picture, copying a blueprint, etc. I know of course that I was
reading, but that shows only that my knowledge is not based on the
memciry of a certain sensation, rmpression, or the like-because there
was no such impression.t Compare now another example: Look at
the mark ,s and let a sound occur to you as you do so; utter it-let
us
assume it is the sound 'u.' fNow read the sentence 'Diana is a beautiful
girl.' Was it in a different way that the perception of the 'eau' (in
'beautiful') led to the utterance of the sound 'u' in the second case?
Of course there was a difference ! For I read the second sentence
whereas I did not read when I uttered the 'u' in the presence of the .s.
But is this difference a difference of mental content, i.e., am I able to
discover a specific sensation, impression, or the like which was present
in the second case, and missing in the first case, whose presence made
the second case a case of reading?t Of course , there were many differences: In the first case "I had told myself beforehand that I was to let
a sound occur to me; there was a certain tension present before the
sound came. And I did not say 'u' automatically as I do when I look
at the letter U. Further that mark [the <s] was notfamiliar to me in the
rvay the letters of the alphabet are. I Iooked at it rather intently and
with a certain interest in its shape" (166) . But imagine now a person
who has the feeling described above in the presence of a normal
English text, composed of ordinary letters. Being invited to read, he
thinks that he is supposed to utter sounds just as they occur to himone sound foi each letter-and
he nevertheless utters all the sounds a
normal person would utter when reading the text. "Should we say in
such a case that he rvas not really reading the passage ? Should we here
allow his sensations to colrnt as the criterion for his reading or not
reading?" (16o) . From the negative answer to this question we have
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to conclude that, even if we were able to discover a difference between
the way in which the perception of the .s leads to the utterance of the
sound'u' and the way in which, e.g.,the perceptionof the'eau'within
'beautiful' leads to the utterance of the 'u,' this difference-if it is a
difference of mental content, of behavior, etc.-cannot be interpreted
as justifying the assumption of an essentialdifference between casesof
reading and not reading.s
(b) It may be objected to this analysis that the MRP is sometimes
present quite distinctly. "Read a page of print and you can see that
something special is going on, something highly characteristic" (r65).
This is true especiallywhere "we make a point of reading slowly-perhaps in order to see what does happen if we read" (t7o). Thus one
could be inclined to say that the MRP is a subconsciousprocesswhich
accompanieseaerycaseof reading but which can be brought to light
only by a special effort.G
Answer: (r) Reading with the intention of finding out what happens
when we are reading is a special caseof reading and as such different
from ordinary reading (cf. I7o) . Neverthelessreading r,vithout this
intention is also a case of reading, rvhich shows that the reason for
calling it a caseof readingcannot be the presenceof a sensationwhich
5 There are cases of mental disease where the patient talks correctly although
with the feeling that somebody is making up the words for him. This is rightly
regarded as a case of mental disease and not, as the adherents of the mentalpicture theory of meaning would be inclined to say, as a case of inspiration :
For onejudges from the fact that the person in question talks correctl2, although
with queer sensations. Following Locke, a distinction is usually made between
impressions of sensation and impressions of reflection. When Wittgenstein
talks of sensations, of feelings, of a "picture in the mind" he seems to mean
both. So his investigations are directed against a primitive psychologism
(concepts are combinations of impressions of sensation) as well as aE;ainst a
more advanced psychologism (concepts are combinatior-rs of impressions of
reflection). They are also directed against a presentational realism (concepts
are objects of a certain kind, but haiting a concept, or using a concept is the same
as having an idea in one's mind -i.e., although concepts are not psychological
events, their representations in people are), against a theory which Wittgenstein
elsewhere described as implying that "logic is the physics of the intellectual
realm.tt
6 A psychologist or an adhcrent of the phenomenological
method in psychology r,r'ould be inclined to judge the situation in this rvay.
His intention
would to be create a kind of "pure situation" in which a special process comes
out quite distinctly. It is then supposed that this process is hidden in every
ordinary situation (which is not pure, but) rvhich resembles the pure situation
to a certain extent. fn the case of reading the pure situation would be: reading
plus introspecting in order to find out what is going on. The ordinary situation
is: simply reading.
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present only in special casesand not in the case
-admittedly-is
discussed.Finally, the description of the MRP cannot be a description
of reading in general, for the ordinary caseis omitted. We should not
be misled by the picture which suggests"that this phenomenon comes
in sight 'on close inspection.' If I am supposed to describe how an
object looks from far ofl I don't make the description more accurate
by saying what can be noticed about the object on closer inspecti o n " ( r 7r ) .
t(z) Not every kind of introspection is judged in the same way. It is
possiblethat a person who is supposedto find the MRP by introspection, being tired, should experienceand describe quite unusual things
while thinking all the time that the task which was set him by the
psychologistis being performed by giving these descriptions.?No psychologistwill rvelcomesuch a result. Instead of thinking that new and
illuminating facts about reading have been discovered,he will doubt
the reliability of the guinea pig. From this we have to conclude once
more that the sensationsexperiencedin connection with reading, and
even those experiencedas the essenceofreading by the readers themselves,have nothing whatever to do with the question what reading
really is.
t(3) Let us now assume that a reliable observer whom we ask to
read attentively and to tell us what happens while he is reading provides us with the following report: 'The utterance is connected
with
seeingthe signs,it is as if I were guidedby the perception of the letters,
etc.' (cf. 169, t7o, l7r). Does he, when answeringour questionin this
rvay, describea mental content, as a person who is seeingred and who
tells us that he is seeingred describesa mental content ? Does he say
'I am being guided by the letters' because the mental content being
guidedispresent? Then one would have to conclude that every caseof
being guided is accompanied by beingguided, as we assumed at the
beginning of section (C) that every caseof reading is accompanied by
the MRP. But this last assumption has already been refuted, and the
other, being completely analogous to it, can be refuted by the same
arguments. We have to conclude, therefore, that the possibility of
delcribing the processof reading as a case of being guided does not
imply that reading is a mental process,becausebeing guided is not
o n e ( c f . r 7z ) . 8
? An illustrative example for experiences of this kind may be found in
B. Russell, History of WesternPhilosoph2 (New York, rg45), p. I45.
8 The idea that reading is a' single object (in spite of the variety of manifestations demonstrated in Sec. A) is apparently supported by the fact that
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+(c) As already indicated, people usually try to escapefrom argument (C a) by assuming that the MRP is a subconscioussensation
which has to be brought to light by introspection. A different form of
the same escapeis the following one: The arguments that have been
brought forward so far assume that reading and the MRP can be
separatedfrom one another. This, however, is not the case: Reading
is inseparably connected with the MRP. What occurs separably from
reading is not the MRP, but only an erroneous interpretation of
something as reading. But how are we to decide whether the MRP
itself is present or only something else erroneously interpreted as
reading; or, what comes to the same thing, how are we to decide
whether we are reading or only believing that we are reading ? The
given content of consciousnesscannot be used for deciding that
question, for it is lls reliability which is to be ascertained. The only
possiblealternative is to call a sensationa caseof the MRP if and only
if it is accompanied by reading. But now we assume,contrary to our
previous assumption, that we do possessa criterion for reading other
than a sensation.
fAnother argument against the assumption of a hidden mental
content, which may be brought to daylight by introspection or some
other mental act, consistsin developing the paradoxical consequences
of such a view: "How can the processof freading] have been hidden
when I said 'now I am freading]' because
I was freading] ? ! And if I
say it is hidden-then hor,r'do I knowwhat I have to look for?" (r53;
"understanding" replaced by "reading.")s
one can give a definition like the one we gave at the beginning of Sec. IV,
or that one can say that reading is a form of being guided. But let us not be
misled by words. For the definition of reading in terms of being guided or
the Iike supports the idea that reading is a single object only if being guided
can itself be shown to be a single object. But an analysis similar to the one
sketched in Sec. A will shorv that this is not the case.
One of the main reasons for the .wide acceptance of the assumption that
it is possible to discover the essence ofreading by introspection is the fact that
the great number of manifestations of reading is usually not taken into account.
Beset by theory Z we think (t79, 66) that acute observation must disclose
the essenceand that what we find in acute observation is hidden in the ordinary
case of reading (?-4). But our knowledge of the ordinary case is much too
sketchy to justify that assumption "A main cause of philosophical disease-a
one-sided diet: one nourishes one's thinking with only one kind of example"

(sss).

e The same criticism applies to the method of the phenomenologists. Hou'
do they knorv which phenomenon is the 'right' one ? They proceed from the
assumption that the essence is not open to general inspection but must be
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t(d)

So far we have shown (by a kind of empirical investigation
into the use of the rn'ord "reading") that there is not a mental content
which is always present rvhen a person is reading, and that therefore
giving the criterion for a person's reading cannot consist in pointing
out a particular mental content. Norv we shall show that even if there
were a mental content which is present if and only if a person is
reading, we could not take this content to be the essence of reading.
Let us assume that a mental content is the essenceof reading and that a
person is reading if and only if this content, namely the MRP, is
present. We shall now shor,v that the process characterized by the
presence of the I\{RP cannot be reading.t First of all: If reading is a
particular experience "then it becomes quite unimportant whether or
not vou read according to some generally recognized alphabetical
rule" (r65). One is reading if and only if he is experiencing the MRP;
nothing else is ol any importance. That implies, hor,vever, that no
distinction can be drawn betrveen reading and believing that one is
reading (cf. zoz), or, to put it in another way, that anybody who
believes that he is reading is entitled to infer that he is reading. The
important task of a teacher would, therefore, consist in schooling the
receptivity of his pupils (z3z), reading rvould be something like listening to inner voices in the presence of printed paper and acting in
accordance rvith their advice (233). That different people w'ho are
reading the same text agree in the sounds they utter would be
miraculous (233). tOur assumption that reading is a mental act leads,
therefore, to the substitution of miracles for an everyday affair. It
leads also to the substitution for a simple process (uttering sounds in the
presence of printed paper) of a more complicated one (listening to
inner voices in the presence of printed paper) i.e., it misses the aim of
explaining the process of reading.tro
discovered by some kind of analysis which proceeds from an everyday appearance. In the course of this analysis several phenomena appear. FIon' are rve
to knoq, which one of them is the phenomenon that we were looking for ?
And if wc know the answer to this question. n'hy then is it necessary to analyze
at all ?
10 In presenting the idea to be criticized we assurned, as in 74, that the MRP
is also the reason for our uttering thc sounds we utter. The criticism developed
in thc text applics also to thc idea that in calculating we are guided by intuitions
(Descartes' theory) : It is said that the perception of '2 + z' is followed by a
nonperceptual mental event which advjses us how to behave in the sequel;
it whis pe r s , a s i t w e r e , i n t o o u r m in d ' s e a r ,' Sa y 4 l' Bu t th e i dea cannot expl ai n
why we calculate as we do. For instead of explaining the process of obeying
a rule (the rule of the multiplication table) it describes the process of obeying
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(e) But does introducing inner voices really solve our problemnamely, to explain why people read correctly and to justify our own
reading of a text in a certain way ? Usually we simply read off the sound
from the letters. Now we want to be justified, and we think that a mental content might justify our procedure. But if we do not trust the
signs on the paper-then why should we trust the more ethereal
advice of intuition, or of the mental content which is supposed to be
the essence
of reading? (zgz,4g.)
V
iWhat conclusionsare to be drawn from this analysis? First of all:
It appears impossibleto discover the essenceof a thing in the way that
is usually supposed,i.e., T4 seemsto be inapplicable. But if that is the
case, the correctnessof the analysis can no longer be checked in the
usual way. There is no criterion for deciding whether a statement like
' "24" standsfor a' or 'the sentence"p" designatesthe proposition that
p' is true or not; and there is no way to decide whether a certain sign
is meaningful, either. But usually we are not all troubled by such
questions. We talk and solve (mathematical, physical, economic)
problems without being troubled by the fact that there is apparently
no possibility of deciding whether or not we are acting reasonably,
whether or not we are talking sense.But isn't that rather paradoxical?
Isn't it rather paradoxical to assume Ihat a sign which we constantly
use to convey, as we think, important information is really without
meaning, and that we have no possibility of discovering that fact?
And since its being meaninglessapparently does not at all affect its
usefulnessin discourse (e.g., for conveying information), doesn't that
show that the presuppositionsof the paradox, in particular 7r, 2, need
reconsideration ?1r
VI
tA great deal of the PhilosophicalInuestigationsis devoted to this
task.t The phenomena of language are first studied in primitive kinds
a kind of inspiration. In the case of an inspirationl await direction. But I do
not await inspiration when saying that z I z are four (z3e).
11There is another presupposition as well, namely that in Sec. IV all
possibilities of experiencing the essencehave been considered. Clearly, this
assumption cannot be proved. But one thing is certain: We considered all
possibilities of experiencing the essencewhich have so far been treated by
philosophers who follow theory L Cf. H, Gomperz, Iileltanschauun.gslehre,
II,
I4o ff, where medieval realism about conceptsis criticized by arguments like
Wittgenstein's. Cf. also n. z3 below.
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of application "in which one can command a clear view of the aim and
functioning of words" (S; t:o) . The primitive, rudimentary languages
which are investigatedin the courseofthese studiesare called "languagegames."Let us consider one such language-game: It is meant
to servefor communicationbetweena builder A and an assistantB. A is
building with building-stones:there are blocks,pillars, slabs and beams.
B hasto passthe stones,and that in the order in which A needsthem.For this
purposethey usea languageconsistingof the words"block," "pillar," "slabr"
"beam," A calls them out;-B brings the stonewhich he has Iearnedto
bring at such and such a call.-Conceive this as a complete primitive
language[e].
Consider first ofall how A preparesB for the purpose he is supposed
to fulfill. "An important part of the training will consist in the teacher's
pointing to the objects,directing the fassistant's]attention to them and
at the same time uttering a word, for instance the word 'slab' as he
points to that shape" (6; "child" replaced by'assistant'). This procedure cannot be called an ostensive definition, because the assistant
who at the beginning is supposed to be without any knowledge of
any language cannot as yet askwhat the name is (6) ; which showsthat
teaching a language can be looked at as "adjusting a mechanism to
respond to a certain kind of influence" (497; cf. 5). Finally the assistant
is able to play the game, he is able to carry out the orders given to him
by the builder A. Let us now imagine that A teachesB more complicated orders--orders which contain color-names, number-words
('4 red slabs!') and even orders which contain what one would be
inclined to call descriptions ('Give me the slab lying just in front of
yo u! ' ) , et c .
Now, what do the words of this language signifl ?-What

is supposed

to shew what they signify, if not the kind of use they have ? And we have
already described that. So we are asking for the expression "This word signifies
this" to be made a part of the description. In other words the description
But assimilating the desought to take the form "the word ... signifies
criptions of the uses of words in this way cannot make the uses themselves any
rnore like one another. For, as we see, they are absolutely unlike IIo].

tCompare, e.g., the way in which the word "four" is used with the
way in which the word "slab" is used within the language-gamein
question. The difference in the usesof the two words comes out most
clearly when we compare the procedures by means of which their
respective uses are taught. A child who is to count correctly has first
to Iearn the seriesof numerals by heart; he has then to learn how to
apply this knowledge to the case of counting, e.g., the number of
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so far said nothing uhateter,. unless
[he has] explained exactly zofrat distinction
[he] wish[es] to make. (It might be of course ihat [he] wanted to distinguish
the words of [our] language[-game] from word, i,*lthout
meaning,, -[r3].

V II
four

example and its interpretation suggest an instrumentarist
theory of language.lz The orders which A gives to B are instruments
in
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getting B to act in a certain way. Their meaning depends on how B
is supposedto act in the situations in which they are uttered. It seems
reasonableto extend this theory-which is a corollary to Z', soon to be
described-to language games which contain descriptive sentencesas
well. The meaning of a descriptive sentencewould then consist in its
role in certain situationsl more generally, within a certain culture
(cf. rg9, 2c,6,24r,325, p.226) . Wittgenstein has drawn this consequence-which is another corollary of T':
Wlrat we call ",Iescriptions" are instruments for particular
uses. Think of a
machine-drawing
[which directs the production of the machine drawn in a
certain wayl, a cross-section, an elevation with measurements, which an
engineer has bcfore him. Thinking of a description as a word-picture of facts
has something misleading about it: one tends to think only of such pictures
as hang on the walls: which seem simply to portray how a thing looks, what
it is like. (These pictures are as it were idle) [z9r].

And quite generally: "Language is an instrument. Its concepts are
instruments" (S6g). This idea has an important consequence.Instruments are describedby referring to how they work. There are different
kinds of instruments for different purposes. And there is nothing
corresponding to the ethereal meanings which, according to Tr, are
supposedto make meaningful the use of a// instruments alike. "Let the
use of words teach you their meaning" (p. ezo) is to be substituted for
T4-and this now seems to be the new theory, T'. B:ut in order to
appreciate the full importance of T' we have first of all to consider
the following objections, which seem to be inevitable. In talking,
ordering, describing, we certainly use words and get other people
to act in a certain way (to revise their plans which we show
to be unreasonable,to obey our wishes, to follow a certain route
which we point out to them on a map) . But the description of the
meanings of the elements of a langr-rage-gameis not exhausted by
pointing to the way in which we use thoseelementsand the connection
of this use with our actions and other people's. For in uttering the
words and the sentenceswe meansomething by them, we want to
expressour thoughts, our wishes,etc. (cf. 5or). It is "our meaning
it that
gives senseto the sentence....And 'meaning it' is something in the
sphere of the mind" (SS8; cf. TQ. What we mean seemsto be independent of the way we use our words and the way other people react
to our utterances (cf. zo5, and again T4). Moreover, the meanings of
our utterances,being hidden beneath the surfaceof the various ways in
lvhich rve use their elements,can only be discoveredby looking at the
mental pictures, the presenceof which indicates what we mean by
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them. A person who wants to understand has, therefore, to grasp this
mental picture. "One would like to say: 'Telling brings it about that
[somebody else]knowsthat I am in pain ffor example]; it produces this
mental phenomenon: everything else [in particular whether "he does
something further with it as well"-e.g., Iooks for a physician in order
to help me] is inessentialto the telling"' (363)."Only in the act of
understanding is it meant that we are to do this. The order-why, that
is nothing but sounds,ink-marks" (43t). Meaning and understanding
are, therefore, mental processes.
+Apparently this idea makes it necessaryto give an account of meaning which is independent of the description of the way in which signs
are used within a certain language-game.Another great part of the
is devoted to showing that this is not the case.
PhilosophicalInuestigations
A careful analysisof the way we use phrasessuch as'A intends to ...,'
'A means that ...,' 'A suddenly understandsthat ...,' showsthat in
trying to account for this use we are again thrown back on a description of the way we use certain elementsof the language-gamein which
those expressionsoccur and the connection of this use with our actions
and other people's.
V III
t(A) The meaning we connect with a certain sign is a mental
picture. We do not look into the mind of a person in order to find out
what he is really saying. We take his utterancesat theirfaceualue,e.g.,
we assumethat, when saying 'I hate you' he is in a state of hating.
"If I give anyone an order I feel it tobe quiteenoughtogive him signs.
And I should never say: this is only words. Equally, when I have asked
someonesomething and he gives me an answer (i.e., a sign) I am content-that was what I expected-and I don't raise the objection:
but that's a mere answer"(5o3). On our present view, this attitude is
easily shown to be superficial. For it might be that on looking into the
speaker'ssoul (or mind) we discover something quite different, e.g.,
love in the person who said 'I hate you.'
iNow two questions arise about this procedure. First: Why trust
the languageof the mind (one wonders what kind of language this may
be) when we do not trust the overt language, i.e., the sentence'I hate
you'? (cf., e.5,,74 and all the passages
on the interpretation of rules:
rg7 tr).For whatever appears to be found in the mind can be interpreted in various ways, once we have decided not to proceed as rve
usually do, i.e., not to take parts of a certain language-gamewhich
we are playing at their face-value. Secondly: Let us assume that
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somebody who really loves a certain person tells her that he hates
her.13Does this fact make'I hate you'mean the sameas'I love you'?
Or imagine a person, who abounds in slips of the tongue (or is at
the moment rather occupied with a difficult problem and so not
listening attentively), giving what we consider to be a wrong or an
irrelevant answer. Doesn't that reaction of considering his answer as
irrelevant show that what he says is thought to be meaningful independently of what he is thinking? For we don't say: 'He certainly gave
the rigirt ans\\:cr; what he said was accompanied by the right thoughtprocesses,'but rather 'FIe gave a quite irrelevant answer; maybe he
didn't understand our question or expressedhimself wrongly.' Or
"suppose I said 'abcd' and meant: the weather is fine. For as I uttered
the signs I had the experience normally had only by someone who
had year-in year-out used 'a' in the senseof 'the,' 'b' in the senseof
'weather'and so on. Does 'abcd'now mean: the weather is fine?"
(5o9; cf. 665). How does somebody else find out what I meant by
'abcd' ? Of course I can explain to him that 'abcd' means 'the weather
is fine'; and I can also indicate how the parts of the first string of signs
are related to the parts (the words) of the secondstring. But it would
be a mistake to assume that such an explanation reveals what 'abcd'
really means. For from the few words which I intend to be an explanahas been given or not.
tion one cannot yetjudge whether an explanation
tOf course I sa2 '"abcd" means "the weather is fine" ' or 'By
"abcd" I mean "the weather is fine,"' and I have the intention of
giving an explanation. But now imagine someone'ssaying'Mr. A and
Mrs. B loved-I mean lived-together for a long time.'r4 In this case
he does not want to give a definition or an explanation according to
which'love'is supposedto mean the same as'live'; rather, he committed a slip of the tongue and wanted to correct himself. In certain
casesthis is clear enough. In other casesit follows, e.g., from the fact
that 'love' is never again mentioned in connection with Mr. A and
Mrs. B, etc. When, therefore,I say, 'By "abcd" I mean "the weather is
fine," ' it is not yet certain what the caseis, whether I intended to give
an explanation, or wasjust awaking from a kind of trance, or whatever
else might be the case. The way 'I mean' is to be interpreted follows
from the context in which the whole sentence is uttered and from
ri Psychoanalysis has made rather a misleading use of such cases. It has
introduced a picture-language (so-calledsymbols) and interpreted it in such
a way that it is not conceivable how the theory could possibly be refuted.
ra In Freud's Vorlesungen
one will find plenty of examples
ilber Ps2choana$tse
of this kind.
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what we find out about the further use of the sign 'abcd' (cf. 686).
In order to find out whether 'abcd' really means 'the weather is fine'
we have, therefore, to find out how 'abcd' is being used quite independently of any feelings on the part of the person n,ho said 'abcd' arrd of
any explanation given b)' him. Of course his explanation may be the
starting point of a training in the use of a new language in which'a,'
'b,' '.,' 'd' really have the meanings indicated. But note now that
"abcd" makes sense only within this language-ga.me. I cannot mean
'the weather is fine' by 'abcd' before this language-game has been
established. I myself could not possibly connect any sense with 'abcd'
before the elements of this sign have become meaningful by being made
elements of a certain language-game. And even the fact "that tr had
the experience norrnally had only b), someone who had year-out
year-in used 'a' in the sense of 'the,' 'b' in the sense of 'weather' and
so on" (5o9) could not make them meaningful; I could not even
describethis experience as I did just now, because such a description
does not yet exist.
fWe have to conclude that no mere mental effort of a person A can
either make a string of signs mean something different from the meaning it has within a certain language-game of which it is part, played by
the people who come into contact with A, or justify its being said that
he rneans (intends) something different from everybody else vho uses
it. This seems rather paradoxical. But let us assume for a moment that
two people
belonging to a tribe unacquainted with games should sit at a chess-board
and go through the moves of a game of chess;and with the appropriate mental
accompaniments. And tf we were to see it we should say they were playing
chess.But now imagine a game of chesstranslated according to certain rules
into a seriesof actions which we do not ordinarily associatewith a game-say
into yells and stamping of feet. And now suppose those two people to yell
and stamp instead of playing the form of chessthat we are used to; and this
in such a way that their procedure is translatable by suitable rules into a
game of chess.Should we still be inclined to say they were playing a game?
Izoo].
The decision of this question again depends on the situation. Imagine,
e.g., that their yelling and stamping has an important role within a
religious ceremony of the tribe. That any change of procedure is said
to offend the gods and is treated accordingly (the offenders are killed).
In this case neither the possibility of the translation nor the presence
of the chess-feelings in the minds -of the participants would turn this
procedure into a game of chess (although it is also quite possible to
imagine a tribe where people who lose games of chess are thought to
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be hated by the gods and are killed. But in this casea difference will be
made between games and religious procedures by the fact, e.g., that
only priests are admitted to the latter, or that different expressions
are used for describing them, which is missing in our case). On the
contrary, the strange mental state of those who are troubled by chessfeelingswould be an indication either of insanity (cf. n. 5 above) or of
lack of religious feeling.
fNow we can turn round our whole argument and look at the
people who are sitting at a chessboard and moving the pieces. Are
they really playing chess? We seenow that the inspectionof their minds
does not help us: they might be queer people, thinking of chesswhen
they are performing a religious ceremony. Their assertion that they
are playing chess,even, is not necessarilyhelpful, for it might be that
they heard the words from somebody else and misinterpreted them to
mean sitting in front of the board and making arbitrary moveswith the
pawns. The fact that they are using a chessboard does not help us
either, for the board is not essentialto the game. What, then, is essential ? The fact that they are playing according to certain rules,that they
follow the rules of the chessgame. Applying this result to the meaning
of sentencesin general we arrive at the idea that "if anyone utters a
sentenceand meansor understands
it he is operating a calculus according
to definite rules" (8r). Thus in analyzing the concepts of meaning, '
understanding, thinking, etc., we finally arrived at the concept of
follou,inga rule.But before turning to that concept we have to get more
insight into the conceptsjust mentioned, and especially into the concept of intention.t
(B) It is the "queer thing about intention,about the mental process,
that the existenceof a custorn, of a technique, is not necessaryto it.
That, for exampie, it is imaginable that two people should play chess
in a world in which otherwise no games existed; and even that they
should begin a game of chess-and then be interrupted" (zo5). The
underlying idea is the same, as in the caseof meaning : just as we can
attach meaning to a sign by just connecting its use with a certain image
which we voluntarily produce, we can also intend to do something by
producing a certain mental picture. But how, we have to ask, is it possible to find out whether or not A, who just announced his intention of
playing chess,was really intending to do so? Surely chessis defined by
its rules (cf. zo5). Should we therefore conclude that the rules of chess
were present in the mind of A when he uttered his intention? (zo5) .
tlnvestigation similar to that of IV Ca above will show that not
every act of intending to play chessis accompaniedby a specialmental
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picture which is characteristic of the intention of playing chess. Of
course, the intention to play chess is sometimes present quite distinctly
(I have not played chess for a long time, I am a keen chess player, and
nlw I war't to play chess and \l'on't stop looking until I have found a
chess board and a suitable partner). But this is only a special kind of
intending to play chess (cf. IV Cb above) ; therefore its characteristics
cannot be the reason for calling other cases cases of intending to play
chess-cases, e.g., in which these characteristics are completely absent.
But if we assume, on the other hand, that A has a perfect copy of the
he necessarily follow the
rules of chess before his inner eve-must
features of this copy in such a way that the result will be a game of
chess? Is it not possible that he either interprets them in an unusual way,
that in going over from the reading of his mental picture to the outer
world (the chess board, his actions in front of the chess board), he
automatically makes a kind of translation, so that finally he is not doing
what one u'ould be inclined to call'playing chess' (cf. 73, 74, 86, r39,
237) ? And should u'e still say that he is intending to play chess just
because, somewhere in the chain of events which in the end lead to
his actions, a copy of the rules of chess enters in ? Of course, we could
interpret this copy as we ale used to do. But is ie interpreting it in the
same way? And even if he could tell us how he is interpreting it do u,'e
know how to take his explanation? We see that "interpretations b2
themselaes
do not determine meaning" (r98) . We have simply to wait.
And if he really acts in such a u'ay that he regards playing chess-as we
understand it-as a fulfillment of his intention, then we may say that
he intended to play chess. But if it turned out that he did not know horv
to play chess or that, apparently intending to play chess, he sat don,n
at the chess board and made irregular moves, we should under certain
circumstances conclude that he had rvrong ideas as to his intentions.
Of course the phrase 'under certain circumstances' has to be inserted.
For it is perfectly possible that A, intending to play chess, was introduced to a person he did not like and, with the intention of avoiding
playing chess with him, acted as if he did not know the rules of chess
or as if he had never intended to play chess. But what has to be criticized is the idea that such a difference might be found out by inspecting
his mind (or soul) and by reading off his intention from his mental
processes. It is his futher actions (talking included), as u'ell as his
personal history, which teach us how rve are to take his first utterancethat he intended to play chess. But as it now turns out that our criteria
for deciding whether a person, A, intends to play chess or not are
"extended in time" (cf. r3B), r,r'e have to conclude that intending to
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play chesscannot be a mental event rn'hich occurs at a certain time.
(cf. p. zr7): it has "no experience-content.
Intendingis not an experience
For the content (imagesfor instance) rt'hich accompany and illustrate
[it] are not the ... intending" (p. zt7).
t(C) The same applies to understanding.t Let us examine the
following kind of language-game (r43 ff.): When A gives an order,
B has to write down seriesof signs according to a certain formationo r " 2, + ,6, B , ...l " or
ru l e . T he or der sare o f th e k i n d " r,2 ,3 ,...!"
"2 r 4r g, 16, . . , ! " o r " 2 , 6 , r2 r 2 o r 3 a r 4 2 r...!" etc. B i s supposedto
continue the seriesin a certain way, i.e., he is supposedto write down
the seriesof numerals in the first case, the seriesof the even numerals
in the secondcase,etc. First of all, A will teach B the rules of the language-game. He will then give orders to B, in order to check B's
abilities. He will finally state that B has mastered the system, that he
understandsit. It should be clear that, when used in this way, 'understanding' cannot signify a mental phenomenon. For we also say that B
understands (is master of) the language-gamejust explained when
lying on his bed and sleeping (cf. r48). But the mental-act philosopher
is ready with a new expression-he speaks of a subconscious
rnental
phenomenon, i.e., he says that B, although dreaming perhaps of
beautiful women, is neverthelesssubconsciouslythinking of the new
language game and its rules.
The objectionsto this idea are obvious. Whether subconsciousor not,
the alleged thinking-process may or may not determine the actual
behavior of B (cf. VIII B, above); i.e., B may not be able to carry out
the orders ofA although a clever psychologisthas found out that the
thinking-processwhich is supposedto accompany his ability to obey
the orders is present.We shall not say in this casethat B has mastered
the game, that we have discovered a special caseof mastering the game
(cp. IV Cbz, above); we shall simply say that he had not mastered it
although he or the psychologistthought he had. This objection being
accepted,it might be said that
knowing the gameis a stateof the mind (perhapsof the brain) by meansof
which we explain the manifestations of that knowledge. Such a state is called
a disposition. But there are objections to speaking of a state of the mind here,
inasmuch as there ought to be two different criteria for such a state: a knowledge ofthe construction of the apparatus quite apart from what it does [r49].

What the apparatus does is in our casethe actual behavior of B when
he receives certain orders.
But there is a secondway in which the word 'understanding' is used.
Understanding in this senseis not meant to be understanding of a game
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as a whole (understanding the rules of chess, i.e., knowing how to
play chess) but understanding the meaning of a particular move
within the game, e.g., .understanding the order 2, +,6,...!
"Let us
imagine the following example: A writes series of numbers down,
B watches him and tries to find a law for the sequence of numbers. If
he succeeds,he exclaims:'Now I can go onl'-So
this capacity, this
understanding is something that makes its appearatrcp in a moment" (r5r), and this suggeststhat'understanding,'used in this wa!,
might mean a mental event. But wait: Do we find any mental event
which is common to all cases of understanding? Imagine that A gave
the order r, 5, r r, 19, 2g, ... ! to B and that, upon A's arriving at r9,
B said, 'I understand.' What happened to B?
Various things may have happened; for example, while A was slorvly putting
one number after the other, B was occupied with trying various algebraic
formulae on the numbers which had been written down. After A had written
the number rg, B tried the formula zn : rr2 * n - r; and the next number
confirmed his hypothesis. Or again-B does not think of formulae. He watches
A writing his numbers down with a certain feeling of tension and all sorts
of vague thoughts go through his head. Finally he asks himself. "What is
the seriesof differences?" He finds the series,4, 6, B, r o and says:,Now I can
go on.-Or he watches and says "Yes, I know that series"-and continues it,
just as he could have done if A had written down the series r, 2,5, 7, g.-Or
he says nothing at all and simply continues the series.Perhaps he had what
may be called the feeling "that's easy!" [r5r].
We can also imagine the case where nothing at all occurred in B's mind
except that he suddenly said "Now I know how to go on"-perhaps with a
feeling of relief Ir79].
But are the processeswhich I have described here understanding?lr5z).
Is it not possible that a person who has the feelings just described is
not able to write down the series as it was meant by A? Should we not
be inclined to say that he did not really understand ? "The application
is still a criterion of understanding"
(146). It would, therefore, be
quite misleading "to call the words ['Now I can go on'] a 'description
of a mental state.'-One
might rather call them a 'signal'; and we
judge whether it was rightly employed by what he [i.e., B] goes on to
d o" {rBo) .
tNow let us use this example to discuss intention and meaning as
well. Wh at if B, in c ar r y ing out t he or d e r 2 , 4 , 6 , 8 , . . . 1
wrote rooo,
Io o4 , Io oB, I oI 2, et c . ( c f . r B5) ? O f c o u r s e A w i l l s a y : 'D o n 't y o u
see? You ought to write 2, 4,6,8,...!'
And if that does not lead to
a change in the behavior of B, he will tell him : "What I meant was
that [you] should write the next but one number after every number
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[you] wrote; and from this all those propositionsfollow in turn" (I86).
Now several conclusions may be drawn from this situation.t First
of all one may be inclined to say that 2, 4, 6,8, ... ! was an incomplete
order and that there u,'as clearly a possibility of misunderstanding
(cf. a similar argument in 19). For this order revealsso to speak, only
an external character of the series to be rvritten down, namely the
characterthat its first membersare'2,' '4,''6,'etc. And the training of
B, too, taught him only an external character of all the series,namely,
that they began in a certain way. B has therefore to guesshow to
continue, and of course he may hit upon the wrong guess.But the
order "take the next but onel" seemsto be of a different character.
It contains so to speak the whole of the seriesin a nutshell. Understanding this order implies knowing the law of development for the
whole series.But let us now investigate how the understanding of this
order may be taught. Of course,A has to write down the series2, 4, 6,
8, ... and has to explain to B rvhat 'next but one' means. He does so by
co mpar ingt his s er ie sw i th r, 2 ,3 ,4 ,... a n d b y s h ow i ngthat' 4' i s the
'next but one to 2,' etc. The explanation will thereforebe similar to the
explanationof z, 4,6, 8, ...! Why, then, should teachingthe pupil how
to take 'the next but one' remove any possibility of error? On the
contrary ! We could imagine that B has been taught how to use 2, 4, 6,
B, ...! but t hat he d o e sn o t k n o w , rv h a t' th e n e x t but one' means. In
this case the teacher would have to explain the 'next but one' by
referr-ingto 2, +,6, B, ...! and not the other rvay round. The sameapplies
to a l g ebr aicf or m ula e .C o n s i d e ra ' d i ffi c u l t' s e ri e ssuch as r, 3, rg,2r)
3r, 43,... . It is not easily seen how this seriesmight be continued.
If we hear that its algebraic formula is nz - n { r we are able to
write dorvn the next members at once. But that only shows that we
already knew how to apply the algebraic expression,but did not know
h o w t o apply r , 3) 1 3 ,2 1 ,3 t, 4 3 ,... i f th e c o n ti n u ati onof thi s seri esi s
ordered. It does not show us an essentialquality which, so to speak,
contains the whole seriesin a nutshell. For an onlooker who is unacquainted with the formula as well as with the serieswill have to learn
how to apply the formula in developing series.And the methods of
teaching this ability will be similar to the methods of teachin9 2, 4,
6 , B, . . . ! ( c f . t 46) .
Let us retuin now to intention. The existenceof algebraic formulae
for the description of seriesis misleading in one \May: A cannot write
down the whole seriesin order to make himself understood to B. But'
(take
he can use an algebraic formula or a simple expression,such as
the next but one.' He can write down the formula within a few seconds
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and one is therefore inclined to assumethat meaning the seriesr,21 3,
4, ... ad infinitumcan be a mental act which occurs within a few seconds.
Here I should first of all like to say: Your iddf,was that that act of meaning
the order had in its own way already traversedall those steps; that r,r'hen
you meant it your mind as it were flew aheadand completedall the steps
beforeyou physicallyarrived at this or that one.-Thus you were inclined
to use such expressionsas: The stepsare reall2 already taken, even before
I take them in writing or orally or in thoughtls[rBB].
They "are determined by the algebraic formula" (rB9). But how?
Surely thinking of the formula cannot help us (cf. r 46) , for one and the
same formula rr'ay be used for different purposes (think of the different
use which is made of the formula a ! b: b + a in different parts of
mathematics: in class-theory it means the commutativity of classdisjunction; in algebra it is used for expressingthe commutativity of
algebraic addition;in number theory it is used for expressinga general
property of numbers; in lattice-theory it has still another meaning and
likewise in group-theory, etc.) The imagining of the formula (if it ever
does occur) must be connected with a certain application of the formula
in order to provide us with the knowledge of its meaning and with the
knowledge of the speaker'sintention in using it. And as it js always
possibleto apply a formula in many different ways we have to observe
how it is applied in a particular case,by a particular mathematician,
in order to determine his way of using the formula and thus zahathe
meanswhen he utters the formula. But the use of a formula is "extended
in time" (r38). And therefore, since following up this use is one of the
criteria we employ to find out what is meant by A when he n'rites
down a certain formula, we cannot say that meaning something is a
mental event, "It may now be said: 'The way the formula is meant
determines which stepsare to be taken.' What is the criterion for the
way the formula is meant? It is for example, the kind of rvay we always
use it, the way we are taught to use it" (tgo).tu
15}Iere is the core of Wittgenstein's criticism of the so-called Cantorian
(cf. Poincard loc, cit.) interpretation of mathematics. This criticism (it is developed in detail in his mathematical writings, which are still unpublished-in
the PhilosophicalInuestigationsthere are only a few passages,cf. 35e) is another
corollary of Z'.
16Cf. also 693: "
'When I teach someone the formation of the series...
Isurelymean him towrite... at the hundredth place.'-Quite right; you
'mean it, And evidently without necessarily even thinking of it. This shews
you how different the grammar of the verb 'to mean' is from that of 'to
think.' And nothing is more wrong-headed than calling meaning a mental
activity !"
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DISCUSSION
(D) Another criticism of the idea that meaning is a mental activity
derives from the fact that sometimes it is calculation that decides the
question whether a sentence is meaningful or not. Consider the
sentence " 'I have n friends and nz * zn * 2 : o.' Does this sentence
make sense?" (5t3). Assuming that a sentence is made meaningful
by connecting its utterance with a certain mental content, we should
conclude that there is no difficulty; we have only to look for the mental
picture behind it, and that will teach us how to judge. But that is not
the case, we are even inclined to say that we do not yet know whether
anybody wi]l be able to connect any meaning with the sentence, i.e.,
according to the theory we are discussing at present, whether anybody
is justified in connecting an image with tl:.e utterance of this sentence.
We have first to find out rvhether the sentence conforms to certain
general rules (th: number of friends can neither be negative nor
imaginary) and we do so by calculating. We also cannot say at once
whether we understand or not; we have first to find out whether there
i.'anything to be understood; i.e., whether we understand or not can
again be found out by a process of calculation only. One has, therefore,
to realize that "we calculate, operate with words and in the course of ,
time turn
them sometimes into one picture,
sometimes into
another" (449).
(E) Result: Meaning, understanding, intending, thinking
(and,
as we may add-remembering,
loving, hopinglT) are not mental actiuities.
The criteria by which we decide whether or not A is thinking of ...,
intending to do ..., meaning..., etc., do not relate only to the moment
of the intention, the thought, the understanding. We cannot say
"A intended ... because" and point to a process which accompanies
his utterances or his (apparently intentional) behavior. "For no process
could.have the consequences of[intending]"
(cf. p. zr8).

IX
tThe last sectionwas devoted to the discussionof a possibleobjection
against an instrumentalist theory of language, as it seemsto be sugges1?"What is a deep feeling? Could someone have the feeling of ardent love
or hope for the space of one second-no
matter uhat pteceded or followed this
second? What is happening now has significance-in
these surroundings.
The surroundings [the history of the event included-cf.
the words "what
prec ed e d " ] g i v e i t i t s i m p o r ta n ce " ( 5 8 3 ; cf. 5 7 2 ,5 8 4 ,5 9r,614
ff., esp.638:
"If someone says 'For a moment ...' is he really only describing a momentary process ?-But
not even the whole story was my evidence for saying
t For a m o m e n t . . . . ' " ) .
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ted by Wittgenstein (cf. Sec. VII). The objection was founded on the
idea that words are meaningful because we mean something when
uttering them, and that quite independently of the way in which those
words are used. But it turned out that in deciding whether somebody
is really meaning something when uttering a sentencewe are thrown
back on observation of the way he usescertain elementsof speechand
that, therefore, an account of meaning can and must be given within
the instrumentalist interpretation of language. Meaning is not something that needs consideration apart frorn the description of the way
certain expressionsare used by the speaker or by other people with
whom he is trying to communicate. At the same time a tendency was
discovered,namely the tendency "to hypostatize feelingswhere there
are none" (Sg8).tt No objection to the instrumentalist interpretation
seemsto be left, but one : When playing a language-ghmewe certainly
obey certain rules.Thus the idea is suggested"that if anyone utters a
it, he is operating a calculus according
sentenceand means
or understands
to definite rules" (Br), and the rules seem to be something which
directsthe activities within a language-game,which therefore cannot
be described in terms which are useful for describing the working of
the language-gameitself. It is this idea which we have to treat last.
is interwoven
The discussionof this idea in the PhilosophicalInaestigatiozs
with the discussionof the other iileas treated in the book becausethere
are arguments which apply to severalideas at once.t
Assuming that in talking, calculating, etc., we are acting in accordance with certain rules leads at once to the following question: "How
am I able to obey a rule?" (zr7) . For, on the one hand, it seemsto be
the casethat "the rule, once stamped with a particular meaning, traces
the lines along which it is to be followed through the whole of space...
all the steps are already taken" (zrg). But "if something of that sort
really were the case,how lr,ould it help ?" (z r 9). For is there not always
the possibility of interpreting the rule in a different way ? And how are
rve to know which interpretation is the right one ? Once the rule is separated from our activity it seemsimpossible that it can determine this
activity any more. For it may try to make itself known to us by mental
events ('grasping'the rule), by a book which contains all rules of the
language-game to be played, etc. In any one of those caseswe can
proceed in many different ways depending on how we interpret, i.e.,
how we use, the mental picture, the book, etc., in the course of our
18 Cf. zg5: "When we look into ourselves as we do philosophy, we often
get to see just a picture. A full-blown pictorial representation of our grammar.
Not facts; but as it were illustrated turns of speech."
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(D) Another criticism of the idea that meaning is a mental activity
derives from the fact that sometimes it is calculation that decides the
question whether a sentence is meaningful or not. Consider the
sentence " 'I have n friends and nz * zn * 2 : o.' Does this sentence
make sense?" (5t3). Assuming that a sentence is made meaningful
by connecting its utterance with a certain mental content, we should
conclude that there is no difficulty; we have only to look for the mental
picture behind it, and that will teach us how to judge. But that is not
the case, we are even inclined to say that we do not yet know whether
anybody will be able to connect any meaning with the sentence, i.e.,
according to the theory we are discussing at present, whether anybody
is justified in connecting an image with tl,t utterance of this sentence.
We have first to find out whether the scrrtence conforms to certain
general rules (th: number of friends can neither be negative nor
imaginary) and we do so by calculating.'We also cannot say at once
vhether we understand or not; we have first to find out whether there
is anything to be understood; i.e., whether we understand or not can
again be found out by a process of calculation only. One has, therefore,
to realize that "we calculate, operate with words and in the course of
time turn
them sometimes into one picture,
sometimes into
another" (449).
(E) Result: Meaning, understanding, intending, thinking
(and,
loving, hopingu) are not mentalactiuities.
as we may add-remembering,
The criteria by which we decide whether or not A iq thinking of ...,
intending to do ..., meaning ..., etc., do not relate only to the moment
of the intention, the thought, the understanding. We cannot say
"A intended ... because" and point to a process which accompanies
his utterances or his (apparently intentional) behavior. "For no process
could have the consequences of fintending]"

(cf. p. zr8) .

IX
+The last sectionwas devoted to the discussionof a possibleobjection
against an instrumentalist theory of language, as it seemsto be sugges1?"What is a deep feeling? Could someone have the feeling of ardent Iove
or hope for the space of one second-no
matter uhat pteceded or followed this
second? What is happening now has significance-in
these surroundings.
The surroundings fthe history of the event included-cf.
the words "what
prec ed e d " ] g i v e i t i t s i m p o r ta n ce " ( 5 8 3 ; cf. 5 7 2 , 5 8 4 ,59r,614 ff., esp. 638:
"If someone says 'For a moment ...' is he really only describing a momentary process ?-But
not even the whole story was my evidence for saying
' F or a m o m e n t . . . . ' " ) .
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ted by Wittgenstein (cf. Sec. VII). The objection was founded on the
idea that words are meaningful because we mean something when
uttering them, and that quite independently of the way in which those
words are used. But it turned out that in deciding whether somebody
is really meaning something when uttering a sentencewe are thrown
back on observation of the way he usescertain elementsof speechand
that, therefore, an account of meaning can and must be given within
the instrumentalist interpretation of language. Meaning is not something that needs consideration apart from the description of the way
certain expressionsare used by the speaker or by other people with
whom he is trying to communicate. At the same time a tendency was
discovered,narhely the tendency "to hypostatize feelings where there
are none" (SgB).tt No objection to the instrumentalist interpretation
seemsto be left, but one : When playing a language-gamewe certainly
obey certain rules.Thus the idea is suggested"that if anyone utters a
sentenceand means
or understands
it, he is operating a calculus according
to definite rules" (8r), and the rules seem to be something which
directs the activities within a language-game, which therefore cannot
be described in terrtrs which are useful for describing the working of
the language-gameitself. It is this idea which we have to treat last.
The discussionof this idea in the PhilosophicalInuestigations
is interwoven
with the discussionof the other ideas treated in the book becausethere
are arguments which apply to severalideas at once.t
Assuming that in talking, calculating, etc., we are acting in accordance with certain rules leads at once to the following question: "Horv
am I able to obey a rule?" (zr7). For, on the one hand, it seemsto be
the casethat "the rule, once stamped with a particular meaning, traces
the lines along which it is to be followed through the whole of space...
all the stepsare already taken" (zr9). But "if somethingof that sort
really were the case,how r,r'ouldit help ?" (z r 9) . For is there not always
the possibility of interpreting the rule in a different way ? And horv are
lve to know which interpretation is the right one ? Once the rule is separated from our activity it seemsimpossible that it can determine this
activity any more. For it may try to make itself known to us by mental
events ('grasping' the rule), by a book which contains all rules of the
language-game to be played, etc. In any one of those caseswe can
proceed in many different ways depending on how we interpret, i.e.,
how we use, the mental picture, the book, etc., in the course of our
r8 Cf. 295: "When we look into ourselvesas we do philosophy, we often
get to seejust a picture. A full-blown pictorial representationof our grammar.
Not facts; but as it were illustrated turns of speech."
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fnrther activities (rf. n, 74,86, r3g,2g7).Thus it seemsthat "any
courseof action [can] be determined by a rule becauseevery courseof
action [can] be made out to accord with the rule" (zor ; "could"
re p l a c edby ' c an' ) .
But "What this showsis that there is a way of grasping a rule which
but which is exhibited in what we call 'obeying
is not an interpretation,
the rule' and 'going against it' in actual cases"(zo t ) . That will become
clear from the following example (.f. +54: "A rule stands there like a
sign-post.Does the sign-postleave no doubt open about the way I have
to go? Does it show which direction I am to take when I have passed
iti;' (45). How do I know which diiection I have to go? "If that means
'have I reasons?'the answer is: My reas.\irswill soon give out. And
then I shall act, without reasons"(zrr). "lVhen someonewhom I am
afraid of orders me fto follow the sign-post], I act quickly, with perfect
certainty, and the lack of reasonsdoes not trouble rne" (2r2, with "to
continue the series" replaced by'to follow the sign-post'). "When I
obey a rule, I do not choose.I obey the rule blindl2" (zrg). Let us now
assume a fand where everybody, on seeing a signpost: -+, follows
it in this direction: +, where children are advised to follow the signpost in the way indicated, where foreigners who are in the habit of
going
when they see a signpost like this: -> are taught that they
Should we say that the
are acting wrongly, that '+' means 'go
-.'
inhabitants of our imaginary country are misinterpreting the signpost?
Obviously this would not be the right description of the situation, for
without being related to human activities (language-gamesincluded)
the signpostis a mere piece of matter and the question as to its meaning
(and therefore the question as to whether a certain interpretation is the
right one) does not arise at all.
Nolv it is using the signpost in a certain way, i.e., behaving in a
certain way in the presenceof the signpost,that gives a meaning to it
and that separatesit from the other parts of nature which are meaningless in the sensethat they are not parts.of human language-games.
But behauingin this ua2 is also called obeltingthe rules. "And hence also
'obeying a rule' is a practice. And to think one is obeying a rule is not
to obey a rule. Hence it is not possible to obey a rule 'privately' :
Otherwise thinking one was obeying a rule would be the same thing
as obeying it" (zoz).
Apply this to language-gamesin general. It follorvs, that "to obey
a rule, to make a report, to give an ,order, to play a game of chess,are
customs(uses,institutions)" (r99) and "not a hocus-pocuswhich can
be performed only by the soul" (454). "To understand a sentence
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means to understand a language. To understand a language means to
master a technique" (t gg). And so we are back at the instrumental
interpretation of language: "Every sign b1titself seemsdead. What gives
it life?-In zsait is aliue. ls life breathed into it then?-Or is the asa
its life ?" (432). And questionsof meaning, of understanding, of following a rule are to be treated by taking into account the useof signs
rvithin a certain language-game.

x
tThus we arrive -at the following result. According to I meanings
are objects for which words stand. Rules are of a similar ethereal
character. Understanding the meanings, grasping the rules, is an
activity of the mind, which is the organ for finding our way about in the
realm of meaning as the sensesare organs for finding our way about in
the physical world. We found that either there is no representation of
the meanings or the rules in the mind or, assumingthat a representation does exist, that it cannot determine the way in which we proceed
becausethere are always many possibilitiesof interpretation. According
to 7' the meaning of the elementsof a language-gameemergesfrom
their zsaand that use bel<lngsto a quite different category from a single
mental event or a mental process,or any processwhatever (cf. p. r 96).
tNow a sign can be part of different language-gamesjust as a
button can be used in a game of chess(instead of a pawn, e.g., which
has been lost) or a garr'eof draughts. Do we try in this caseto abstract
from the differencesbetween thesetwo kinds of use in order to discover
a common quality which will explain to us how it is possible for the
button to function both as a pawn and as a piece in draughts? The
question does not arise because it seems obvious that the button
changesits function according to the game within which it is used.
But in the case of a language-game, theory ll seducesus into thinking
that the sign '2,' e.g., is in any caseof its use within languageconnected
with a single element, its meaning, and that the varieties of its use
('Give me /zooapples!'-as said in a grocery; I xsdx:4i 'Two hours
ago I met him in the street'I 'The numb", of ,Jfrrtio.ts of the equation
x2 * 5x + + : o is two') are only a superficial aspect' Once this
idea has been dropped, once it has been realized that the meaning
of a sign is constituted by its use within a certain language-game,
words can be looked at as the button was above. And instead of trying
to grasp the essence
of a thing which is to explain the varieties of the
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use of the sign which stands for the thing we .:ught simply to describe
the language-gameof which the sign is part."'We must do away with
aII explanation,and description alone must take its place" (ro9).
"Our mistake is to look for an explanation where we ought to look at
what happened as a 'proto-phenomenon.'That is where we ought to
have said: This language-game
is playd" (654). "Look at the languagegame as the primarl thing. And look on the feelings,etc., as you look
on a way of regarding the language-game,as interpretation" (656).ts
fWittgenstein's position has not yet been described correctly.
Wittgenstein was said to hold a theory, Z', which emphasizesthe
instrumental aspectof Ianguageand which points to use in a languagegame as the essentialthing. And describing the language-game,so one
is inclined to say, according to the presentation which has been given
so far, is the task of philosophy. From th.rt description quite a few
philosophical problems will become clear which seemed hopelessly
rnuddled when seen from the point of vierv of theory ?-. Philosophy,
then, seems to be the theory of language-games(a kind of general
s)/ntax or semantics in Carnap's sense)and Z' seemsto be its most
important part. But according to Wittgenstein this assumption would
involve a misunderstanding. For the supposed theory of languagegames could do no more than enable people to run through the single
moves of a game, as a player who is acquainted with the game runs
through its moves. But for such a player there is no problem. If he
asks, e.g., "'Hov,' do sentencesmanage to represent?'-the answer
must be: 'Don't you know? You certainly seeit, when you use them.'
For nothing is concealed" (435).Everything "lies open to view" (92;
rz6) . "Philosophy" therefore "may in no way interfere with the actual
useoflanguage; it can in the end only describeit... it leaveseverything
a s i t is " ( r z 4) .
tl-et us assume that somebody begins to construct a theory of Language-games.This theory, if formulated in the terms of T', will be
thought to serve as an explanation of how meaning is conferred upon
single signs by the way in which these signs are incorporated into a
language-game.The theory (or description, as it may also be called)
will involve a new kind of useof terms suchas'sentence,''fact,' 'meaning.'But has a useful explanation or descriptionreally been found?
We must realize that the supposed theory introduces a new use of
r0 Note that the idea of an ideal laneuage becomes
has been recognized that all language-games are on a
e. g. ( c f . 7 r ) , c a n n o t b e r e g a r d e d a s in a d m issib le a n y
definite function, and that is all we can demand from

obsolete as soon as it
par. Vague concepts,
l onger. They have a
them.
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'meaningr' 'factr' 'sentencer' etc. If this use involves even a slight
deviation from the use of these words within the language-games to be
described (explained) the supposeddescription in fact involves a change
in the phenornenon to be described. But ifon the other hand the changc
is a considerable one (and that is to be expected if one is trying to
develop a fully-fledged instrumentalist philosophy of meaning) a new
language-gamefor the expression'sentence,''meaning,' etc., has been
establishedand the task of describing the given language-gameis not
fulfilled either.Thus "we must do away with all explanation"and with Z'
as well. The description, however, which Wittgenstein invites us to
give instead of the explanation, consistsonly in "putting the things
before us" ( r z6), and as "everything lies open to view, there is nothing
to explain" (rz6). We might therefore say, rather hyperbolically, that
the "language disguises thoughts" of the Tractatus (4.ooz) is now
replaced by "language is already thought, nothing is concealed."
+But the situation is not quite as simple as that. For there are philosophical systems,philosophical theories; and it needs to be explained
how it is that they come into existenceif "nothing is concealed."
iln describing how philosophical theoriescome into being, Wittgenstein refers to the fact that "we do not commanda clearaietl of the use
of our words" (rzz). Given the answer that nothing is concealed,"one
would like to retort: 'Yes, but it all goesby so quick, and I should like
to seeit as it were laid open to view" (+gS). On the other hand, "we
remain unconscious of the prodigious diversity of all the everyday
language-games because the clothing of our language makes everything alike" (p. ,r+)."What confusesus is the uniform appearanceof
words when we hear them spokenor meet them in script and print. For
their applicationis not presented to us so clearly" ( r r ) . Take the following example: The sentences'Washington is a city' and' 'Two is an
even number' are of a similar structure. This suggeststhat just as in
the first case 'Washington' is the name of a real thing, 'trvo' is the
name of a more abstract object, notwithstanding the fact that the
usesof the two signsare "absolutely unlike" (ro) .
In the use of words one might distinguish "surface-grammar"
from "depthgrammar."
What immediately impresses itself upon us about the use of a
word is the way it is used in the construction of the sentence, the part of its
use-one
might say-that
can be taken in by the ear. And now compare
the depth-grammar,
say of the word "to mean," with what the surfacegrammar would lead us to suspect. No wonder that we find it difficult to know
our way about [66r].

This difficulty is the reason why we resort to philosophical theories.
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use of the sign which stands for the thing we ,rught simply to describe
the language-game of r,vhich the sign is part. "We must do away with
all explanation, and descriptio:r alone must take its place,' (rog) .
"Our mistake is to Iook for an explanation where we ought to look at
what happened as a 'proto-phenomenon.' 'Ihat is where we ought to
have said: This language-ganuis pla2ed" (654). "Look at the languagegame as the primar2 thing. And look on the feelings, etc., as you look
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tWittgenstein's
position has not ye t been described correctly.
Wittgenstein rvas said to hold a theory, Z', which emphasizes the
instrumental aspect of language and which points to use in a languagegame as the essential thing. And desciibing the language-game, so one
is inclined to say, according to the presentation which has been given
so far, is the task of philosophy. From th,rt description quite a few
philosophical problems will become clear which seemed hopelessly
muddled when seen from the point of vierv of theory Z. Philosophy,
then, seems to be the theory of language-games (a kind of general
svntax or scmantics in Carnap's sense) and Z' seems to be its most
important part. But according to Wittgenstein this assumption would
involve a misunderstanding. For the supposed theory of languagegames could do no more than enable people to run through the single
moves of a game, as a player who is acquainted with the game runs
through its moves. But for such a player there is no problem. If he
asks, e.8., "'Hov,' do sentences manage to represent?'-the answer
must be: 'Don't you know? You certainil'see it, when you use them.,
For nothing is concealed" (+:S).Everything "lies open to view,, (92;
rz6) . "Philosophy" therefore "may in no lvay interfere with the actual
use oflanguage; it can in the end only ds561ifs it ... it leaves everything
as it is" (rz4 ).
tl-et us assume that somebody begins to construct a theory
of Language-games. This theory, if formulated in the terms of T', will be
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single signs by the way in which these signs are incorporated into a
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tmeaningr' 'factr' 'sentencer' etc. If this use involves even a slight
deviation from the use of these words within the language-games to be
described (explained) the supposeddescription in fact involvesa change
in the phenomenon to be described.But if on the other hand the change
is a considerable one (and that is to be expected if one is trying to
develop a fully-fledged instrumentalist philosophy of meaning) a new
language-gamefor the expression'sentence,''meaning,' etc., has been
establishedand the task of describing the given language-gameis not
fulfilled either.Thus "we must do away with aIl explanation"and with Z'
as well. The description, however, which Wittgenstein invites us to
give instead of the explanation, consistsonly in "putting the things
before us" (re6), and as "everything lies open to view, there is nothing
to explain" (rz6). We might therefore 6ay, rather hyperbolically, that
the "language disguises thoughts" of the Tractatus (4.ooz) is now
replaced by "language is already thought, nothing is concealed."
tBut the situation is not quite as simple as that. For there are philosophical systems,philosophical theories; and it needs to be explained
how it is that they come into existenceif "nothing is concealed."
fln describing how philosophical theoriescome into being, Wittgenstein refers to the fact that "we do not commanda clearaiewof the use
of our words" (tzz). Given the answer that nothing is concealed,"one
would like to retort: 'Yes, but it all goesby so quick, and I should like
to seeit as it were laid open to view" (+SS).O.t the other hand, "we
remain unconscious of the prodigious diversity of all the everyday
language-gamesbecause the clothing of our language makes everything alike" (p. zz+)."What confusesus is the uniform appearanceof
words when we hear them spokenor meet them in script and print. For
their applicationis not presented to us so clearly" ( r r ) . Take the following example: The sentences'Washington is a city' and' 'Two is an
even number' are of a similar structure. This suggeststhat just as in
the first case 'Washington' is the name of a real thing, 'two' is the
name of a more abstract object, notwithsianding the fact that the
usesof the two signsare "absolutely unlike" ( r o) .
In the use of words one might distinguish "surface-grammar"
from "depthgrammar."
What immediately impresses itself upon us about the use of a
word is the way it is used in the construction of the sentence, the part of its
use-one
might say-that
can be taken in by the ear. And now compare
the depth-grammar,
say of the word "to mean," with what the surfacegrammar would lead us to suspect. No wonder that we find it difficult to know
our way about [66r].
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Why we invent theories of meaning. And why we try tb conceive an
ideal form behind the complexities of our language-games.
iBut it is clear "that every sentence in our language 'is in order, as
it is.' That is to say, we are not striuing after an ideal, as if our ordinary
vague sentences had not yet got a quite unexceptionable sense ... there
must be perfect order even in the vaguest sentence" (gB). It should
also be clear that the "philosophy of logic speaks of sentences and words
in exactly the same sense in which we speak of them in ordinary life,
when we say, e.g., 'Here is a Chinese sentence' or'No, that only looks
like u,'riting; it is actually just an ornament'and so on" (ro8). Thus
the proper task of philosophy will be to unmask philosophical theories,
to "bring rr.ords back from their metaphysical to their everyday
use" (r 16), to destroy the "houses of cards" arld to clear up "the
ground of language on which they stanc'." (rr3). And philosophy
becomes a "battle against the bewitchment of our intelligence by
means of language" (tog) .This battle is carried through by "assemthe purpose of
bling reminders for a particular purpose" Qz7)-for
"seeing connexions" (rzz); and "different therapies" (r33), not "a
philosophical method" (r33), are used in order to finish it victoriously.
rBut in these therapies the statement of T' (or rather of the several
corollaries of 7' which have been mentioned so far) plays the most
important part. So far we have interpreted the statement of Z' as the
exposition of a new (instrumentalist, nominalist, or whatever you like
to call it) theorltof meaning. This interpretation is not unreasonable in
itself and taken as such it is a very interesting contribution to traditional
philosophy (actually I think that everything that is interesting in the
book attaches to the treatment of T' in this way) . But this interpretation would go against the way in rvhich his book is meant to be used
by Wittgenstein. That may be seen from the following considerations:
In Section IV the idea was criticized that reading is a mental process.
If we stick to T' and interpret it as a theory we cannot understand why
the discussion in Section IV should be a criticism. For we could argue in
the foltowing way: Wittgenstein says that the meaning of a word
becomes clear from the way in which it is used within a specific
language-game. Let us, therefore, look at the language-game which
contains both of the expressions 'reading' and 'mental process,' and
in which the sentence occurs 'Reading is a mental process.' Wittgenstein's presentation-so
one would be inclined to say-is a description
of certain features of this language-game and includes, of course, the
remark that 'mental process' as used in this language-gamehas nothing
whatever to do with toothaches.
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+But that is not the right account of what Wittgenstein does.Wittgenstein does criticize-but his criticism is of a particular kind. It is not
the kind of criticism which is directed, e.g., against a wrong mathematical calculation. In the latter casethe result of the qriticism is that
a certain sentenceis replaced by its negation or by a different sentence.
But Wittgenstein does not want his reader to discover that reading is
not a rnental process.For if 'mental process'is used in a metaphysical
way in 'reading is a mental process,'it is used just as metaphysically
in "reading is not a mental process" (cf. I16) . For him "the results of
philosophy are the uncovering of one or another piece of plain nonsenseand of bumps that the understanding has got by running its
head against the limits of language" (ttg), and his aim is "to teach
you to pass from a piece of disguised nonsense to something that is
patent nonsense" (464) and in this way to clear up "the ground of
language" (rrg). But that can only mean that "the philosophical
disappear" (t33); for if the aim has been
problems should completely
reached, "everything lies open to view and there is nothing to
explain" (rz6) . This implies that the formulation of T' as used within
the critical procedure cannot be interpreted as a new theory of meaning, for it is applied with the intention of making the language-games
(e.g., that with 'reading') "lie open to view," i.e., lead to a situation
where language-games are simply played, without any question arising
as to how it is that words become meaningful as part of a certain
language-game, etc. That being so, the formulation of Z' loses its
function as soon as"completeclariqt" has been arrived at. But without
a function the signs which are part of the formulation of Z' are without
meaning. Thus one could say of the sentenceswhich are part of T':
These sentences"are elucidatory in this way: he who understands
me finally recognizes them as senseless... (He must so to speako
throw away the ladder, after he has climbed up on it.) He must
surmount these fsentences] ...; then he sees the world rightly"
(Tractatus6.54). And seeing the world rightly means playing the
language games without being troubled by philosophical questionsor
by philosophical problems.t
XI
*Note, now, that in the preceding section the idea of the essence
has been reintroduced. In traditional philosophy the essencewas
hidden beneath the various ways of describing it. Now it is the "everyday use" (r l6) that "has to be accepted,""is given" (p. zz6); but this
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everyday use is likewise hidden, beneath the "houses of cards" of
philosophical theories (r18)20, and it too has to be brought to light.
Just so, traditional philosophers (i.e., the adherentsof theory f) tried
to bring to hght the clear and sharp meanings which were hidden
beneath the "muddied" use of the words which stand for them (426).
If we assume,now, that in removing those philosophical coveringswe
finally arrive at "completeclarity" (r33), we assume that there is a
sharp line between the "houses of cards" on the one hand and the
language-gameson which they are built on the other. Now while
Wittgenstein usually criticizes the idea that, e.g., "there must be
something common [to games], or they would not be called 'games'"
(66; cf. IV A above) and points to the fact that if we "look and see" (66)
rve find a "complicated network of similarities overlapping and crisscrossing" (66), he seemsto assume,nonetheless,that at least philosophical difficulties have something in common, that there is a definite
boundary between the card-housesof philosophy and the solid ground
of everyday language, such that it becomespossible to "bring words
back from their metaphysical use to their everyday use" (r r6).
*To Wittgenstein we can apply the comment (which he used to
characterize the adherents of Z) that "A picture held [him] captive" ( r r 5) . For if it is the use, the practice, which constitutesmeaning,
if "what has to be accepted,ihe given, is...forms of lift" (p. zz6), then
one may ask why Wittgenstein tries to eliminate theory 7, which
certainly must be regarded as a form of life if r,r'elook at the way in
which it is used by its adherents. NeverthelessWittgenstein tries to
eliminate this theory as well as other philosophical theories. But this
attempt can only be justified by assuming that there is a difference
betr,r'eenusing a sign (playing a language-game) and proceeding
according to theory Z. The procedures which are connected with
theory Z are supposed not to be taken as parts of a language-game,
they constitute a sham-game which is to be destroyed. How is this
attitude to be understood?
* I think we can understand it by looking at the ideas which
Wittgenstein has about philosophy (at his "picture" of philosophy as
one might call it, using his own \ /ord). This picture is the picture of the
Tractatus:"The word 'philosophy' must mean something which stands
above or below, not beside the natural sciences" (Tractatus4.Irr).
In the Inaestigations
we may replace "natural sciences"by "language20 "Language disguises the thought" is the position of the Tractatus (4.ooz).
One could say that according to the Inuestigatians, tl.'e (philosophical)
thought
disguises language.
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games," and we arrive at: "Philosophy must be something which
stands above or below, not beside the language-games"; philosophy
cannotbea language-gameitself; e.g., it cannot be theory Z'. I submit
and that it makes it
that this idea is still present in the Inuestigations
found
having
sign
can
that a
only be meaningclear why Wittgenstein,
ful if it is incorporated into a language-game, cannot admit that there
are philosophical theories.zrThis observation (as well as others which
(apart frorn
have not been mentioned22)suggeststhat the Inuestigations
their substitution of language-games for the one language of the
Tractatus) are after all not as different from the Tractatusas they seem
to be at first sight. I 4m even inclined to say (without being able to
substantiate this contention at the moment) that the Inuestigations
basically contain an application of the main ideas of the Tractatusto
several concrete problems, the only difference being the use of language-gamesinstead of the language of the natural scienceswhich
formed the theoretical background of the Tractatus.
*Trying to evaluate the book, we might say that the criticisms of
7 and the statement of 7' which it contains, as well as the application
of this theory to the discussionof concrete problems (remembering,
obeying an order, the problem ofsensation, etc.), are a great achievement, which, however, has its predecessors.2s
Here we are uithin traditional philosophy.Bt Wittgenstein lvants us to see his criticisms in a
different light. In the end we should forget them as well as ?-,we should
forget philosophy entirely. Although the formulation of what can be
regarded as a theory(theory Z') led us to the proper understanding of
our difficulties, it must not be taken as the formulation of a tluorl
but only as a proper means of getting rid of our philosophical troubles.
T' has, therefore, to disappear together with those troubles. This new
idea, which is Wittgenstein's own and which can be found in the
Tractatusas well, is due, first, to the picture that philosophy must be
2r There are some passages which seem to contradict this interpretation
of Wittgenstein's views, e.g., "If one tried to advance thesesin philosophy it
would never be possible to question them, because everyone would agree to
them" (rzB), according to which philosophical theses are not meaningless,
but trfuial.
22Cf. the similarity of "shows itself " in the Tractatus and "lies open to view"
in the Inuestigations.
23 Cf., e.g., H. Gomperz,
I4/eltunschauungslehre,vol. II, where further references are given; E. Mach, Erkenntnis u. Irrtum,3d ed., pp. rz6 ff; D'Alembert,
the tenets of the various nominalistic schools, old
Traiti de d2namique (rl+il;
and new, etc. Cf. also K. Popper's criticism of essentialism, developed as
early as 1935.
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something quite extraordinary and, second, to certain difficulties,
already mentioned, which could be solved by taking into account the
difference between object-language and meta-language (used by
Tarski to get rid of similar difficulties, but never recognized by
Wittgenstein [cf. rzr]). Using this device we find that the philosophical
language games do not necessarily disturb the language-games they
are supposedto describe. We also find that philosophy is not necessarily on a level with the language-games it is about. On the corrtrary,
the assumption that the philosophical language-games are on a level
with the language-gamesthey deal with leads to contradictions. This
solution would not agree with Wittgenstein's, but it would retain
several elements of his philosophy: (r) his criticisms of I; (z) his
statement of T'; (S) hir observation, that language-gamesmay be
disturbed by other language-gameswhich are supposedto explain or
to describe them. It would, however, interpret the statement of T' as
a special theory of meaning and formulate it by taking account of the
difference between objectJanguage and meta-language. It would be
possiblestill to have philosophical theories and philosophical problems
without being open to Wittgenstein's criticisms,except perhaps the one
criticism, that the distinction introduced is purely artificial.*
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